
John Battelle to Give Keynote Speech at WebmasterWorld's PubCon, Las Vegas, 
November 14th to 17th, 2006 

WebmasterWorld's Search Engine & Internet Marketing Conference, PubCon, Las 
Vegas, November 14th to 17th, 2006, features a keynote speech by John 
Battelle, co -founding editor of Wired Magazine and Wired Ventures.  

"I love the WebmasterWorld events, it's one conference where you can truly take 
the pulse of the online world from the folks in the trenches truly building out the 
future," said John Battelle.  

"John is one of the web's most influential writers," said Brett Tabke, 
WebmasterWorld's CEO. "This will be the second time he's given a keynote 
speech at PubCon, so it's with great pleasure to announce he's back for our Las 
Vegas conference."  

WebmasterWorld's Search Engine & Internet Marketing conferences comprise of 
tracks and sessions aimed at businesses and consultants involved in the Search 
Engine Industry, the Online Advertising Industry, Affiliates, Webmasters, and any 
business with an Internet prese nce.  

Registration and information is at http://www.pubcon.com  

About John Battelle  
John Battelle is an entrepreneur, journalist, professor, and author who has 
founded or co -founded businesses, magazines and websites. Battelle, 40, is also 
a founder and Executive Producer of the Web 2.0 conference and "band manager" 
with BoingBoing.net. Previously, Battelle was founder, Chairman, and  CEO of 
Standard Media International (SMI), publisher of The Industry Standard and 
TheStandard.com. Prior to founding The Standard, Battelle was a co-founding 
editor of Wired magazine and Wired Ventures. John is with Federated Media 
Publishing Inc., and he holds a bachelor's and a master's degree from the 
University of California, Berkeley.  

About WebmasterWorld:  
WebmasterWorld is the leading source for Search Engine and Internet marketing 
news, best practices and educational events. Founded by Brett Tabke , an early 
'80s innovator in running BBS (Bulletin Board Systems), the WebmasterWorld 
Forum began in 1996 and is now the largest community of online marketing 
professionals with more than 2 million posts and more than 100 discussion topics. 
WebmasterWorld Conference and PubCon events are for thought leaders in 
search engine and Internet marketing professionals to gather to share best 
practices in the, design, development, promotion and marketing of their 
businesses and brands.  

For more information about the conference, contact Brett Tabke at 512-231-8107 
or brett at webmasterworld.com  

In the UK, contact Neil Marshall Tel: (+44) 118 988 0288 or engine at 
webmasterworld.com  

For more details about sponsorship and exhibition opportunities contact Strategic 
Marketing Director Joseph Morin at 512-497-6856 or joe at webmasterworld.com  

 


